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PO Box 730993 

San Jose, CA 95173 
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the San Jose Stamp 

Club on Facebook 

APS Launches New Sponsorship of 

"Exploring Stamps" Youtube Channel 

 

American Philatelic Society Announces Video Sponsorship 

Investment in “Exploring Stamps” YouTube channel begins 

content initiative 

Bellefonte, PA— July 17, 2019 — Today the American Philatelic 

Society, the largest, non-profit organization for stamp collectors in 

the world, announced its sponsorship of Exploring Stamps, a 

YouTube channel produced and hosted by Graham Beck. 

Since December 2016, Beck has taken his love of stamp collecting 

and made it come to life, garnering more than 580,000 video views 

and 6,700 subscribers to the Exploring Stamps channel. 

“We have been working aggressively to recruit and educate the 

modern stamp collector,” said Scott English, Executive Director of 

the APS, “Partnering with Exploring Stamps is another innovative 

tool to help collectors connect and grow in the hobby.” 

"Partnering with the APS is an exciting new milestone for 

Exploring Stamps and its viewers,” said Beck. “This support, 

endorsement and encouragement will further grow the channel and 

help to reach an even wider audience. It is an honor to work with 

the APS and I look forward to seeing where this opportunity takes 

us.” 

Continued on page 10 
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Presidents Message 

It was 62 years ago that 

events transpired that 

would eventually lead to 

my becoming a stamp 

collector. Considering I’m 

only 59 years old, you 

might be wondering how 

that could happen. My 

Grandfather, Edwin Earl 

Jones, was appointed to be 

the new Postmaster for 

Lisbon, New York. 

Among his many talents, 

grandpa was a poet. He wrote the poem accompanying 

this column shortly after taking the job. Sadly, Earl passed 

away from a heart attack on June 13, 1959. I never met 

my grandfather as I wasn’t born until December 1959.    

My Grandmother, Esther 

Jones, started collecting 

first day covers and plate 

blocks to be supportive 

and participatory in her 

husbands work. As a 

schoolteacher, she liked 

stamps for the opportunity 

to learn about the subjects.  

She continued to collect 

after Earl passed away as 

she enjoyed them. When 

our family came up to Lisbon NY to visit her, she’d bring 

out a book of first day covers and tell me about the stamps. 

I think I was 9 or 10 yrs old when she got me started 

collecting. When I first started, I had one of those albums 

that was bought at Woolworth’s along with a few of those 

shrink-wrapped packages of stamps. After a couple of 

years, I limited myself to just collecting the US. After 

getting a paper route delivering the local newspaper, I 

invested in a Scott National for my growing collection.  

Why am I telling you all this Jones family history? It is 

because I believe integrating genealogy and philately can 

be one piece of a renaissance for our beloved hobby. 

Many of you know I’ve been collecting the real photo 

postcards of Lisbon NY for many years. An integration of 

family photos, letters, and postcards can make a 

wonderful family history. Stamps can add to the story.  

For example, stamps of cows and barns can help tell the 

story of my family’s history in dairy farming. Painter of 

the West, Fredrich Remington, is from the next town over, 

Ogdensburg NY adds to the story. Maple syrup was 

produced in the back woods of the property and finding 

stamps, covers, and postcards would add a tasty part of 

the story of the Jones family.  

Everybody has a unique family history and documenting 

these stories can be a fun way to record it.  It can turn 

those boxes of family junk into family heirlooms because 

it is recorded what they are and how & why they are 

relevant. If you regularly read my monthly column, you 

can see there are a variety of ways we can keep philately 

alive and well. The question of keeping our hobby alive, 

it is if we are willing to embrace change and creativity. 

 

Continued on page 11 
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U.S. Definitive Issues 

by Kenneth Perry 

 

From the onset all U. S. stamps could be called definitive 

issues. Mostly they represented the cost of postage of the 

day for mail to be delivered from one location to another. 

In 1869 the issues were called "pictorials" and could be 

classified as the first commemorative stamps. Other 

issues containing various denominations, such as the 

Columbian and the Trans-Mississippi series were 

considered as commemorative by collectors primarily 

because they represented a specific theme. 

The first series of stamps to be defined as definitive could 

probably be the 1890/1894 issues. These issues contained 

denominations from 1 cent to 90 cents (and up to the $5 

in the 1894 series). These were followed by the 1902 

series. Both series of stamps are sought after by most 

collectors. 

                                  

 

My essay today, however, is on the loss of interest of the 

average collector after this period and the issues of the 

famous Washington/Franklin series from 1908 through 

1919. It is with this set I will begin my adventure 

concerning the "definitive" or "regular" issue. 

The Washington/Franklin sets came in many forms, such 

as different perforations, varying coils (horizontal & 

vertical), imperforate, and watermarked/un-watermarked. 

What they all had in common were they were designed to 

last for an extended period of time. 

 

The early series had the denomination spelled out and the 

one cent stamp had Franklin as the subject. In later issues 

Washington replaced Franklin on the one cent as seen on 

the above illustrated 8½ perforated coil. The imperforate 

issues were limited to the lower denomination issues and 

many are very difficult to find. These issues were printed 

with perforations of 10x10, 11x11, and 12x12, however 

many issues had different perforations as the post office 

used up sheets of imperforates with varying 

combinations. Many of these are quite rare. 

Later issues had Washington on the lower denominations 

up to the seven cent. Issues had varying watermarks and 

it was this aspect of these stamps that made them difficult 

to separate and collect. Notice that the number is not 

spelled out in the later series. 

 

Franklin began at the eight cent issue and continued to the 

$5. In 1920 the US Postal Service changed the color of 

the $2 Franklin from orange to red. Although the 

Washington/Franklin series officially ended in 1919 I’ve 

included it here. 

 

It was the lack of "character" of these stamps which led to 

a loss of interest by the average collector. Of course the 

experienced collectors continued to search and buy up 

these extremely hard to find issues. 

 

Continued on next page 
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U.S. Definitive Issues continued… 

Some collectors find this series to be the most boring of 

all definitive stamps to deal with, but for many the amount 

of research with gauging perforations and checking for 

watermarks is a time consuming joy. 

Next in line came the 1922-25 series. This series 

combined the use of famous Americans along with 

American landmarks and Americana. This series was un-

watermarked. Some issues had printing flaws and are 

difficult to find. 

 

Two additional issues were added later, the 13 cent 

Harrison and the 17 cent Wilson, to complete the series in 

1925. Other issues had overprints over the regular issue 

but they represented a special reason such as the Molly 

Pitcher, the Hawaii’s, and the Kansas/Nebraska’s. 

 

In 1932 the U.S. Postal Service wanted to start a new 

series using Washington’s 100th Bicentennial but 

Congress, due to economic conditions, canceled the 

higher denomination issues and these stamps became 

commemorative collectibles. 

In 1938 the famous "President’s" series was issued. These 

were very popular issues and millions upon millions were 

printed. Each stamp had a different president, except the 

1½ cent Martha Washington and the 4½ cent White 

House. All were one color except the $1, $2, and $5, 

which had black centers. In 1939 several of these issues 

came out as coils. These were all un-watermarked and 

easy to collect. 

 

World War II came along and new stamps commemorated 

the war effort primarily and the definitive seemed to be 

buried in that cause. 

It would not be until 1954 that the definitive returned. 

There were many issues during the late 40's and early 50's 

and it’s sad to say the 1954 definitives just looked like any 

other stamp. Collecting became finding MNH, cancel, 

line pairs ( coils ) and Plate Blocks of every issue. 

 

The 1965 series arrived and the definitive was just another 

set of stamps used to fill the void in postage differences. 

 

Eventually other definitive issues, including the 

Americana series, arrived and stamp collectors were 

overwhelmed with new issues not knowing if it was a 

definitive or not. They were issued at different dates, even 

years apart. 

So to close my little story with the 1965 issues is 

appropriate and to tell you that those tiny issues that were 

used to fill postage rate gaps are and always have been an 

exciting part of postal history and stamp collecting. 
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The "Persian Rugs" - Extraordinary U.S. Revenue Stamps 

by Steve Swain, November 2012 

In 1871, the U.S. government issued a new series of documentary revenue stamps to replace the 1862 “first issue” 

stamps.  Counterfeiting and chemical removal of cancellations from the first issue stamps prompted this decision. 

Unlike the first issue stamps, the second issue varieties were printed in at least 2 colors, with the $200 and $500 varieties 

printed in three colors as an additional security measure.  Given the three colors, elaborate designs and ornate scrollwork 

on these two stamps, they are often referred to as the small and large “Persian rug” revenue stamps.  The $500 stamp 

especially resembles a hand-woven rug as seen with the two stamps superimposed on images of Persian rugs, Figures 1 

and 2. 

                        
                                        Figure 1                                                                       Figure 2 
                   $200 Red, Blue & Black, Second Issue,        $500 Red Orange, Green & Black, Second Issue, 
                             "Small Persian Rug" (R132)                                  "Large Persian Rug" (R133)  

The $200 small Persian Rug had a printing of 446 copies, with approximately 125 surviving examples. The stamps were 

printed one to a sheet, with margins on all four sides. The only surviving full sheet of the small Persian Rug, Figure 3,  was 

used to pay the tax on the 1872 will of Erastus Corning, Sr. (of Corning Glass Works). Some revenue specialists have 

reported a second existing copy of the $200 issue with only partial margins intact. 

Only four $200 small Persian Rugs surviving on documents have been recorded.  Arguably the most intriguing of this group 

is the usage on a two-part deed, with part one shown in Figure 4.  Along with three $50 revenues (R131) and a single $10 

revenue (R128), the exceptionally well-centered small Persian Rug is highlighted as the key stamp on this document which 

sold at auction for $11,500. 

Continued on next page 
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                             Figure 3                                                                          Figure 4                                 

                  “Corning” Small Persian                                    $200 Small Persian Rug on Document  

The $500 large Persian Rug is truly a “large” stamp measuring 2 1/8 by 4 inches.  It is considered the most beautiful of all 

US revenue stamps, and some will contend it even deserves the lofty ranking of the most striking issue in all of U.S. postal 

history.   

Joseph Carpenter’s company, the holder of the printing contract for the Persian Rug stamps, provided the government with 

several equally stunning designs for a $5,000 stamp as trial color essays, seen in Figure 5.  These were never printed and, 

thus, never rivaled the beauty of the large Persian Rug stamp. 

                              
                                                                                     Figure 5 
                                                          Trial Color Essays of a $5,000 Persian Rug 

Only 204 of the $500 variety were sold and a mere 67 surviving copies have been recorded. The reason for the small quantity 

is the simple fact that in the 1870s a $500 revenue stamp would be needed to pay the tax on a $5,000,000 transaction, an 

enormous sum of money at that time. 

Continued on net page 
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 Only one example of the large Persian Rug is known with the side imprint margins 

intact, shown in Figure 6.  This stamp was also  purchased along with the full imprint 

margin $200 variety discussed above to pay taxes on the will of Erastus Corning, Sr. The 

stamps were not applied to the documents but kept with it and remained in the family for 

113 years. 

 The majority of the large Persian Rugs were used with railroad mortgages.  One of the 

most intriguing stories involving revenue philately are the events surrounding the only 

recorded $500 large Persian Rug on an original document. 

                                                                          

 Figure 6,  Large Variety with Side Margins 

 

As reported in Thomas Kingsley’s The Legendary Persian Rug and  shown  

affixed to the final page of an 1871 mortgage of the Morris and Essex Rail 

Road Co. is a single $500 issue accompanied by a less significant 25-cent 

second issue revenue (R112C).  But the entire four-page document bore ten of 

the large Persian rug stamps: three pages had three stamps each, and the final 

page with the single stamp. 

 

In 1949, the auction firm of Hugh Barr classified the document as a 

“remarkable showpiece and should really be preserved in its entirety if a 

buyer who appreciates the value of such an item can be found.” 

Surprisingly and unfortunately, however, that same auction firm did not leave 

the piece intact. Maintaining that they needed to ensure the true condition of 

the stamps for accurate auction pricing, they stated in their catalog that “we 

have removed all but one so that both front and back can be examined. They 

are numbered, however, so that they can be replaced on the original document 

should the buyer so desire. To satisfy all prospective bidders, who might want 

either a single stamp or any group of the lot, the ten stamps will first be offered 

singly and then as one lot.” 

With a $1,250 Scott catalog value at the time of the auction, the nine stamps 

that had been removed from the document and the tenth example remaining on 

the final page, brought bids totaling $5,275.              

But bids for the combined lots were less and, consequently, the stamps were sold individually. 

Ed Lipson, the legendary collector of revenue stamped paper used for bank checks and other documents, purchased the 

intact final page from Harmer’s of New York in a November, 1969 sale.  Sold in 1999, it is reported that the piece is 

currently included in a “prominent Western collection.” 

Recent auction sales of the $500 large Persian Rug have realized prices from $10,000 to $14,500. The stamp typically has 

a few faults so, of course, the higher sale amounts were for copies that were well-centered with rich colors, sharp impressions 

and had only minor faults. 
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James Dempsey of A & D Stamps and 

Coins is the APS Dealer of the Year 

7/12/2019  

  

 

APS Dealer of the Year Award Honors the 

Contributions and Exceptional Experience 

of A & D Stamps and Coins Dealer James 

Dempsey 

"Stamp and cover dealers are the lifeblood of 

our hobby," 

So comments APS President Bob Ziegler in the July 

issue of the American Philatelist. Ziegler's reflection 

on philatelic dealers acknowledges the essential role 

that dealers play within the stamp community: that 

the average stamp show, whether a small affair or 

large event like StampShow in Omaha, "absolutely 

depends from an economic and practical standpoint 

on dealer participation." 

The debt of collectors to dealers goes deeper. Ziegler 

points out, "Great collections, from which come 

great exhibits, are built not by collectors alone, but 

with the assistance, cooperation and sometimes sheer 

stamp savvy of dealers. Whether full- or part-time, a 

dealer often sees far more of what is available in the 

market than collectors do. Most dealers carry a list, 

whether written or in their heads, of certain items 

their clients seriously desire, or perhaps a category of 

items for which they may search. Their success may 

transform a pedestrian collection into a great one, 

and an otherwise modest show into one that will be 

long remembered." 

 

The APS is proud to award James Dempsey with the 

third annual Dealer of the Year Award for his 

exceptional contributions to the American Philatelic 

Society and to the stamp collecting hobby. Jim 

Dempsey is a life member of the APS, and a valued 

member of the American Stamp Dealers Association 

(ASDA), National Stamp Dealers Association, and 

the International Federation of Stamp Dealers' 

Association. He has operated A & D Stamps and 

Coins with his wife, Sue Dempsey, for sixty years. 

Dempsey served the APS for several years as the 

Dealer Representative to the APS Board, and 

currently serves on the APS Dealer Advisory 

Committee. 

As APS President Ziegler says, "Dealers are critical 

to collectors because they help knit the hobby 

together. A business relationship may last many 

years, and become a true friendship." 

Congratulations to James Dempsey for his years of 

friendship to collectors and his continuing 

contributions to philately. 

The 2019 Dealer of the Year Award will be presented 

to James Dempsey by APS Executive Director Scott 

English at StampShow 2019 in Omaha, N.E. 

 

 

https://stamps.org/The-American-Philatelist
https://stamps.org/The-American-Philatelist
https://stamps.org/stampshow
https://www.americanstampdealer.com/
https://www.americanstampdealer.com/
https://www.nsdainc.org/
https://www.ifsda.com/
https://www.ifsda.com/
http://www.aanddstampsandcoins.com/#!/page_splash
http://www.aanddstampsandcoins.com/#!/page_splash
https://stamps.org/Awards/Dealer-Awards
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Vulcanus Experimental Burn 

Cancellation 

by Steve Swain 

In a recent article, I offered a discussion of the U.S. 

3-cent Liberty “rainbow” essay experimental stamp 

designed to prevent reuse of cancelled stamps.  An 

equally unique strategy to prevent the illegal reuse of 

stamps was an experiment by the Dutch postal 

service to burn a cancellation impression onto the 

stamp.  Unfortunately, more was burned than the 

stamp and the experiment was quickly abandoned. 

In 1900, the Dutch PTT (renamed TPGPOST in May, 

2002) asked an engineer from The Hague, Mr. C. C. 

van der Valk, to construct a machine that could burn 

a postmark impression onto stamps that were affixed 

to postcards and envelopes.  A year later, C. C. van 

der Valk delivered a machine that worked with a 

heated postmark.  As electricity was not common at 

the post offices at that time, the Vulcanus machine, 

as van der Valk called his device, used a kerosene 

flame to heat the postmark. The kerosene reservoir 

was placed above and away from the cancelling 

machine and the flame was fed by the kerosene 

through a thin pipe. 

 

Vulcanus Burn Cancellation Machine 

 

 August 19, 1901 Cover 

As can be seen in the above photo, the machine was 

operated by a foot pedal and a skilled postman could 

cancel as many as 240 letters and/or postcards per 

minute.  The August 19, 1901 strikes applied to the 

cover shown above are excellent examples of the 

Vulcanus burn cancellation.  

The machine was used only in 's-Gravenhage (The 

Hague) beginning on August 3, 1901.  The first 

known and recorded cancellation is from August 

5.  Cancellations of the Vulcanus machine can be 

identified by the three broken circles and the red-

brown burned imprints.  The burnt-in-cancellation 

exists in two types with relatively small differences. 

 

Type I and Type II 

 

Continued on next page 
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Vilcanus continued… 

 

Enlarged Image of a Type II Cancellation 

 

August 15, 1901 Letter to Amsterdam 

 

September 2, 1901 Post Card 

But the use of the Vulcanus machine was short-

lived.  As one can imagine, there were serious 

problems with the machine as it not only burned an 

impression in the stamps but sometimes also left burn 

marks on, or even destroyed, the content of the 

letters. As such, the trial period for the use on letters 

ended on September 29, 1901.  The Vulcanus 

machine continued to be used for postcards and 

printed matters until November 2, 1901 when the 

device was officially declared a failure and removed 

from service. 

________________________________________________ 

Continued from page 1 

New Content Initiatives for the American 

Philatelic Society 

Recently, APS announced the hiring of Thomas 

Loebig as its new Chief Content Officer. Loebig, an 

experienced digital media and television executive, 

is tasked with enhancing all of the society’s content 

offerings in digital media, video, social media and 

print. 

“Exploring Stamps visually explains stamp 

collecting in an easy to understand manner, said 

Loebig. “We love Graham’s passion. Our 

sponsorship shows how we will evolve the APS 

content to delight our current members, attract new 

members and promote stamp collecting as a hobby 

for everyone.” 

 About the American Philatelic Society 

With nearly 28,000 members in more than 110 

countries, the APS is the largest, non-profit 

organization for stamp collectors in the world. 

Founded in 1886, the APS serves collectors, 

educators, postal historians, and the general public 

by providing a wide variety of programs and 

services. 

Continued on next page 
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Youtube continued… 

The Society is entirely supported by membership 

dues, gifts, and the sale of publications, souvenirs, 

and services. The American Philatelic Society is 

located in Bellefonte, Pennsylvania and online at 

www.stamps.org. 

 About Exploring Stamps  

 

 

Graham Beck has been the host and producer of the 

Exploring Stamps YouTube channel since 2016. The 

online video channel is dedicated to the promotion of 

philately through short entertaining videos. Since the 

channel’s launch, Graham has attracted over half a 

million views and gained a global following of 

almost 7000 subscribers. Graham’s interest in 

philately started as a child growing up in South 

Africa where he enjoyed collecting new issues with 

friends. After rediscovering the hobby as an adult, he 

began producing videos to share his passion with 

others while demonstrating what stamp collecting 

has to offer.  

From Apollo missions to Icelandic Volcanos, the 

channel has covered a number of fascinating topics 

related to philately, often involving travel and special 

video effects. Graham is based in New Jersey with 

his wife Laura who eagerly takes part behind the 

scenes with her nifty camera work. 

__________________________________________ 

President’s message continued… 

ODE TO A POSTAGE STAMP 

I am a lowley postage stamp 

   But important you’ll agree. 

I can carry many items my weight 

   In the air, on land or sea. 

I carry messages of commerce 

  Of loves and of friends, 

Folks all say I am no good. 

   Until I get a licking. 

Postmasters are hard on me 

   They it and mark my face, 

And say its necessary 

   For me to get some place. 

I’m really not bad looking 

   Some have designs on me, 

My popular number now is four 

   Once ‘twas only three. 

I could tell of my experiences 

   But this I know friend, 

Like all good benefactors 

    You get stuck in the end. 

E. Earl Jones 
Postmaster 

1958 
Lisbon, NY 

https://stamps.org/Contact/Visits-Tours
http://www.stamps.org/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkeSM6aOWfaUPIGb5rPOGyA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrkY_HB4ZS8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFVSBwEw2QI
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Filatelic Fiesta Update 

July 23, 2019 

Chairman’s Report:  

Overall, we’re on track and planning for success.  At 

a recent working meeting, we made the decision to 

have the judges purchase their airline tickets as we 

feel confident we can reach our goal of maintaining 

WSP status. There is a snafu with the Hampton Inn 

about having a block of rooms at a nice discount. I 

am working this out and hope to have it resolved in a 

day or two.  

Bourse:  

We currently have 4 single (or 2 doubles) booths 

available. Andy is working hard on filling these and 

George is helping him. Ron Biell is going to take a 

single as he and his daughter are to operate a booth 

while serving as exhibits chairman. We will be 

flexible about his hours of operation due to his 

responsibility to the exhibits. 

Exhibits: 

Ron Biell is working very hard to get us exhibits to 

meet WSP standards. As almost every show does this 

far in advance, we have a long way to go. Ron is 

getting the prospectus out to a wide range of people 

who are known exhibitors.  

Facilities:  

Mike Paccioretti is handling this year in addition to 

doing security. He is working on getting the tables & 

chairs and labor to put them up. I’m working with 

him on a plan to upgrade the wiring we use to bring 

power to the dealer booths.  

Marketing: 

Ron and I are working on this and need someone to 

help. We are working to get the show into every 

philatelic listing we can find. I plan to make a major 

push on social media when we closer to the show 

date.  

 

Banquet: 

David Occhipinti is organizing this year. Every club 

member should plan to attend. 

Awards: 

Still need someone to step up for this responsibility. 

Please give is serious thought.  

Jury:  

The ok has been given to the 3 members of the jury 

that Steve Schumann has lined up for us to buy their 

airline tickets.  

Stamp Collecting Merit Badge: 

I’m moving most of the work to a session on October 

12th at my family’s church. The Scouts will come to 

FF to get a tour of the show and get their collection 

approved. I expect to have young women in the 

program this year.  

Club Auction: 

Shall we hold a club auction? The billiard room is 

available on Sunday. We can make a nice amount of 

money for the club. We have some nice things in the 

donations we’ve received and if we members put in 

an item or two, we can have a wonderful sale. Who 

will help run this? 

Team: 

The hallmark of this year’s committee is 

TEAMWORK. It was fantastic to see this in full 

display at our recent meeting with everyone doing 

what they can to help each other.  Whatever 

responsibility you can take to help, know you are not 

alone.  

__________________________________________ 
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America’s 100 Greatest Stamps 

 

#37 – Scott 834   1938 Coolidge $5.00 

 

#36 – Scott 243   1893 Columbian $3.00  

 

#35 – Scott 524   1918 Franklin #5.00 

 

Club Member/Dealers 

Richard Clever 

Asia Philatelics                                                                     

P.O. Box 730993, San Jose, CA 95173-0993                   

Phone: (408) 238-0893 Fax: (408) 238-2539                   

Email: richard@asiaphilatelics.com                                      

Web Site: www.asiaphilatelics.com                                  

(China, Asia, Ireland, Japan) 

Ron Biell 

Euro-Asian Stamps                                                               

P.O. Box 20562, San Jose, CA 95160                               

Phone: (408) 323-8702 Fax: 408) 323-8702                      

Email: rbiell-dsl@sbcglobal.net                                            

Web Site: www.eurasiastamps.com                                  

(China, Japan, Baltics, Russia, W. Europe, Covers Worldwide) 

Doug Gary 

Douglas Gary                                                                        

P.O. Box 457, Campbell, CA 95009                                

Phone: (408) 274-3939                                                      

Email: doug_gary@hotmail.com                                        

(USA & Worldwide Postal History, Stamps, Autographs, 

Postcards) 

Deepak Jaiswal 

The India Specialist                                                                

PO Box 50848, Palo Alto, CA 94303                                

Phone: (650) 387-3885 Fax: (650) 561-4044                    

Email: info@stampbay.com                                               

(India)   

Walt Kransky 

Walts Postcards                                                                    

Web Site: www.thepostcard.com                                                         

Email: wrsky@att.net                                                  

(philatelic material, covers, postcards)   

Gary Morris 

Pacific Midwest Co.                                                               

PO Box 730818, San Jose, CA 95173                              

Phone: (408) 532-7100                                                      

Email: garyucb@aol.com                                               

(Stamps & Covers of the World) 
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